SELECTED WOMEN'S STUDIES BIBLIOGRAPHIES
PUBLISHED IN PERIODICALS 1989-1992

We regularly list book-length bibliographies in the "Reference/Bibliography" section of New Books on Women & Feminism, review many of them in the "New Reference Works in Women's Studies" column in Feminist Collections, and compile the latest titles in "New Reference Works in Women's Studies" bibliographies. There are also many useful, topical bibliographies that are published in journals. Part One below lists scholarly bibliographies that have appeared as articles in a wide range of periodicals devoted to women's studies, library science, and other disciplines since 1989. Part Two covers recent articles listing "influential" or "classic" feminist books.

PART ONE: RESEARCH BIBLIOGRAPHIES


Bergmann, Barbara R. "Reading Lists on Women's Studies in Economics." Women's Studies Quarterly 18 (Fall/Winter 1990):75-86.


PART TWO: LISTS OF "CLASSICS"

"Feminist Classics of This Wave." *Ms.* 3, no. 1 (July/August 1992):64-65. Lists fifty non-fiction works considered classics by the editors of *Ms.*
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